We consider the sequences { } and { } which are generated by the recurrence relations ( ) and ( ) with the initial conditions and where a and b are any non -zero real numbers. We obtain generating functions, Binet formulas for these two sequences and give generalizations of some wellknown identities.
Introduction
Both of Fibonacci sequence and Lucas sequence are well -known sequences among integer sequences. The Fibonacci numbers satisfy the recurrence relation with the initial conditions The Lucas numbers satisfy the same recurrence as the Fibonacci numbers, namely , but the initial conditions .
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Generating functions for the Fibonacci sequence { } and the Lucas sequence { } are, respectively,
( ) ∑ ( ) ∑
Binet formulas for the Fibonacci numbers and the Lucas numbers are, respectively,
where ( √ ) and ( √ ) are the solutions of the equation . We note that the positive root √ is k ow s "gol e r tio". These two famous sequences delighted mathematician for centuries with their properties and applications. There are many relations and identities between these two sequences. For more details about the Fibonacci and the Lucas sequence, see [11] .
Pell sequence { } and Pell -Lucas sequence { } are also wellknown sequences. Pell numbers satisfy the recurrence relation with the initial conditions and . Pell -Lucas numbers satisfy the same recurrence but the initial conditions and . Generating functions for the Pell sequence { } and the Pell -Lucas sequence { } are, respectively,
Binet formulas for the Pell numbers and the Pell -Lucas numbers are, respectively,
where √ and √ are the solutions of the equation . The positive root √ is k ow s "silver r tio". There are many generalizations for the Fibonacci sequences. Some authors ( [9, 10, 14] ) generalized the Fibonacci sequence by changing the first two terms, while others ( [6, 7, 12, 13, 16, 17] ) generalized it by changing the recurrence relation.
Some generalizations of Pell numbers can be found in [1, 15] .
Definition 1.
We define generalized sequences { } and { } by the following recurrence relations:
with initial conditions, respectively and where a and b are any non -zero real numbers. Clearly, for ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) the sequence { } reduces the Classical Fibonacci, Jacobsthal and Pell sequences, respectively, and for ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), the sequence { } reduces the Classical Lucas, Jacobsthal -Lucas and Pell -Lucas sequences, respectively.
For any positive integer k, if we take and ( ) , the sequence { } reduces the k -Fibonacci sequence which is defined in [7] , and the sequence { } reduces the k -Lucas Sequence defined in [8] . Properties of the k -Fibonacci numbers can found in [2, 5] . If we take and the sequence { } reduces the k -Pell sequence defined in [3] , the sequence { } reduces the k -Pell -Lucas Sequence [4] .
Generating Functions
In this section, we give generating functions for the sequences { } and { } . Proof. We define ( ) ∑ and ( ) ∑ . Then, we have
If we sum Eq. (5), (6) and (7), and use the recurrence relation (1), we get 
Binet Formulas
The following theorem gives Binet formulas for the sequences { } and { } . 
Main Results
In this section, we give generalizations of some well -known identities for the classical Fibonacci and Lucas sequences. The proof of Theorem 4 can be made easily by using the Binet formulas (8) and (9). 
( ) The proof of Eq. (13) is similar.
If we take in Theorem 5 and use the fact that , we find the following: Corollary 6. (C ssi i's i e tity) For every i teger n, we have ( ) and ( ) Theorem 5 give us generalized Gelin -Cesaro identity, also. 
The last equality gives Eq.(23). The other can be proven similarly. Using two equations in Theorem 15, we find the following:
Corollary 16. For every integers n, we have
